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in the last chapter of the book, the authors
have explained the methods of including

public health goals in comprehensive
plans. in this chapter they have provided

readers with a. what are the elements of a
comprehensive plan? a citizen's guide to

planning in the united states (george
mason university press). a plan could be a
map. a map could be a town plan. a town
plan could be a map of a town. the town
plan must include a plan for roads and

highways. it is a study of the big ideas in
town and regional planning that has been

a companion to the planning profession for
more than a century. it is a study of the
big ideas in town and regional planning
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that has been a companion to the planning
profession for more than a century. in the
last two decades of the 20th century, the

body of knowledge in the field of town and
regional planning has grown tremendously
and continues to do so. the city planning
profession has experienced a surge in the
number of professional planners in all over
the world. the ncp is pursuing a renewal of

its mission, which is to serve the
professional planning community and the
public. it will also continue to serve the

academic community and the public. this
study examines and evaluates the

effectiveness of the ncp's main research
outputs, published in the form of books,

monographs and technical papers, in
relation to the three major components of
the ncp's core mission, namely, research,

teaching and community outreach. the
study analyzes the ncp's publications in

the context of the teaching, research, and
community outreach missions, and
evaluates their contribution to the

development of the ncp's core mission.
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